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Events and Happenings
Coming soon to a lecture
theatre near you...
Two distinguished Canadian geoscientists are
embarking on Canada-wide lecture tours this fall:
Dr. Gordon (Oz) Osinski (Department of Earth
Sciences, Western University) and Dr. Derek
Thorkelson (Department of Earth Sciences, Simon
Fraser University). Please check departmental
websites for details of the dates and times of their
presentations.

Dr. Gordon (Oz) Osinski is the Hutchison Lecturer for
2018-2019. This tour is undertaken by the recipient
of the W. W. Hutchison Medal and is funded
through the Canadian Geological Foundation (CGF).
The award is given to an outstanding young
geoscientist for exceptional advances in Canadian
earth science. Dr. Osinski has prepared two lectures
for his tour: The Role of Meteorite Impacts in the
Origin and Evolution of Life and Igneous Rocks
Formed by Meteorite Impact. Abstracts for these
talks are given below. Dr. Osinski will be travelling to
western Canada in late October, with other venues
to be added later.
The Role of Meteorite Impacts in the Origin and
Evolution of Life
Impact cratering is one of the most ubiquitous
geological processes in the Solar System. Over the
past decade, it has become clear that impact events
have profoundly affected the origin and evolution of
Earth and producing benefits in the form of
economic mineral and hydrocarbon deposits. The

destructive geological, environmental, and biological
effects of meteorite impact events are well known.
This is largely due to the discovery of the ~180 km
diameter Chicxulub impact structure, Mexico, and
its link to the mass extinction event that marks the
end of the Cretaceous Period 66 Myr. ago. In recent
years, it has also become apparent that, once
formed, impact events also have certain beneficial
effects, particularly for microbial life. The effects
range from generating conditions conducive for the
origin of life (e.g., clays, which form catalysts for
organic reactions, and hot spring environments) to
varied habitats for life that persist long after an
impact event, including hydrothermal systems,
endolithic habitats in shocked rocks and impact
glasses, and impact crater lakes. This may have
important implications for our understanding of the
origin and evolution of early life on Earth and
possibly other planets such as Mars.
Cont’d on p. 4
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Looking for an interesting read in geological history?
Geoscience Canada’s your go-to publication. See p. 9.
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Igneous Rocks Formed by Meteorite Impact
Igneous rocks are the primary building blocks of
planetary crusts. Most igneous rocks originate via
decompression melting and/or wet melting of protolith
lithologies within planetary interiors and their
classification and characteristics are well-studied. Over
the past few decades it has become clear that impact
cratering is one of the most ubiquitous geological
processes in the Solar System. It is now recognized that
the production of igneous rocks is a fundamental
outcome of hypervelocity impact that, in the case of
Sudbury, Ontario, are host to world-class magmatic ore
deposits. Despite this, our understanding of impact
melt rocks, as they are termed, is still evolving. While
the process of formation may differ, it is apparent that
the products of meteorite impact can share close
similarities – both in the field and on the microscopic
scale – with volcanic and shallow intrusive igneous
rocks of endogenic origin. Historically, these
similarities led to the misidentification of some igneous
rocks now known to be impact melt rocks as being of
endogenic origin. This raises the question as to how to
distinguish between an impact versus an endogenic
origin for igneous-like rocks on other planetary bodies
where fieldwork and sample analysis may not be
possible and all that may be available is remote
sensing data.

Dr. Derek Thorkelson is the Howard Street Robinson
Lecturer for 2018-2019 as selected by the Precambrian
Division of GAC®. Dr. Thorkelson is recognized “for his
outstanding contributions to understanding the
Precambrian geology of western Canada and western
Laurentia”. His tour is funded through the Howard
Street Robinson Fund and is intended “for furtherance
of scientific study of Precambrian Geology and Metal
Mining”. Dr. Thorkelson has prepared a lecture called
The Precambian Secrets of the Yukon. See below for the
lecture abstract. Dr. Thorkelson will be travelling to
eastern and central Canada in November. Other
venues will be added soon.
The Precambrian Secrets of the Yukon
Most geologists in Canada regard the Canadian
Cordillera as a Phanerozoic orogen consisting of fold
belts and accreted terranes rich in precious and base
metal deposits, and flanked by the modern Cascadia
subduction zone. To the surprise of many, the orogen
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also preserves a rich Precambrian history that spans
over a quarter of Earth history. The most extensive
Precambrian exposures are preserved in structural
culminations in Yukon Territory. These inliers extend
from Alaska to the Northwest Territories and host
sedimentary, igneous, metamorphic and hydrothermal
rocks of Paleoproterozoic to Neoproterozoic age. The
inliers lie within the Wernecke and Ogilvie Mountains,
and the only road to cross them is the Dempster
Highway as it passes north from Dawson City to Inuvik.
Few academic researchers have worked in these vast
and mysterious mountains, and it has taken decades to
unlock their geological secrets. My contributions began
in 1992 as the leader of a two-person, four-year
mapping program for the Yukon Government. With the
help of several colleagues – mainly geochronologists -we began to address outstanding geological issues and
chart a research plan that would ultimately span 26
years. After moving to Simon Fraser University in 1995,
the research benefitted from the hard work and insight
of graduate and undergraduate students. Although
each step was important, our most revealing strides
have come in the past few years. We have developed a
new, deeper understanding of how northwestern
Canada evolved during the Proterozoic and participated
in the construction and break-up of the supercontinents Nuna and Rodinia. This talk will provide a
backdrop of information followed by recent research
highlights including our new model of Proterozoic
terrane accretion, and a glance toward future research.
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Medals and Awards
Pikaia Award Nomination - 2018
Dr. Ryan McKellar
As an early career research scientist, Dr. Ryan McKellar
is one of Canadian palaeontology’s fasting rising stars.
Dr. McKellar is currently the Curator of Invertebrate
Palaeontology at the Royal Saskatchewan Museum
(RSM), and is considered one of the country’s leading
authorities on amber and amber inclusions. He is the
author of 41 peer-reviewed papers and two book
chapters on palaeoentomology, amber, and Devonian
trilobites. Although his specialty is fossil insects, with
particular emphasis on parasitoid wasp families, Dr.
McKellar is perhaps best known for his 2012 article in
Science on feathers in Canadian amber, and for his 2016
co-authored Current Biology paper on a feathered
dinosaur tail trapped in Myanmar amber. He is the
recipient of multiple awards and grants, including an
NSERC Discovery Grant for his current work at the RSM.
Dr. McKellar completed a B.Sc. (2003), M.Sc. (2006) and
Ph.D. (2011) at the University of Alberta, with thesis
projects under the supervision of Dr. Michael Caldwell,
Dr. Brian Chatterton and Dr. Alexander Wolfe. His
doctoral thesis on Canadian Cretaceous amber, for
which he was granted a NSERC graduate scholarship,
received the Doctoral Dissertation Award for best
dissertation in the Faculty of Science. Prior to starting at
the RSM in 2014, Dr. McKellar held postdoctoral
fellowships at the University of Alberta (2011-2012) and
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Dr. Emily Bamforth presents the Pikaia award to Dr. Ryan
McKellar at the Canadian Paleontology Conference in
Saskatoon, September 24,2018
Image: Dr. Melissa Grey, via Twitter

the University of Kansas (2012-2014). Dr. McKellar is
now also an adjunct professor in the Department of
Biology at the University of Regina (Saskatchewan), and
a research affiliate with the Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology at Lawrence (United States). Dr.
McKellar exemplifies excellence in Canadian
paleontology, and has made extraordinary
contributions to the understanding of Canadian and
international paleoentomology and the study of amber.
He is very deserving of this award.
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Milestones, Memories, and Tributes
Owen L. White
1926-2018

Raymond J. T. Butler
1938-2018

We announce with sadness the death of Owen J. White
on June 23 ,2018, at the age of 92. Owen White was a
long-time member of GAC®, maintaining his
membership in the association for 57 years.

We regret to announce the death in Osborne Park,
Western Australia, of Raymond J. T. Butler on June 1,
2018, at the age of 79. At that time, he had been a
member of GAC® since 1977. A mining geologist, his
work led to the development of the Robe River iron ore
deposits in the Pilbara region of Western Australia. He
also worked on the development team that led to the
opening of Australia's first vanadium project at Coates
Siding near Perth, Western Australia.

S. George Pemberton
1949-2018
It is with sadness that we announce the death of S.
George Pemberton on August 4, 2018, in Edmonton,
Alberta, at the age of 69. In 2017, Dr. Pemberton was
the recipient of the Elkanah Billings Medal from the
Paleontology Division of GAC®.

[Editor’s note: Short announcements are for information and
do not preclude longer tribute articles at a later date. ]

Announcements
GAC® award nominations are open
Consider nominating a deserving colleague for one of
GAC®’s prestigious awards. Nomination deadline for
National Awards is December 15, 2018.
National Awards
 Logan Medal
 W. W. Hutchison Medal
 E. R. Ward Neale Medal
 J. Willis Ambrose Medal
 Eric Mountjoy Exchange Award
Student Awards
 Mary-Claire Ward Geoscience Award

Division / Section Awards
 Canadian Sedimentology Research Group—
Middleton Medal
 Marine Geosciences Division—Michael J. Keen
Medal
 Mineral Deposits Division—Duncan R. Derry Medal,
William Harvey Gross Award, Howard Street
Robinson Medal
 Paleontology Division—Elkanah Billings Medal,
Pikaia Award
 Canadian Tectonics Group—Jack Henderson Prize
for Best Thesis, Ph.D. and M.Sc.
 Volcanology and Igneous Petrology Division—
Career Achievement Award, Leopold Gelinas Medal
For more information and nomination forms, please go
to http://www.gac.ca/
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Canadian Geological Foundation
2018 Grants
Project Title (Applicant)

#

Award amount

18-1

Procurement of Leopold Gelinas Medal by VIP Division GAC
(John Greenough)

$2,038.00

18-2

Women in Rocks
(Joanna Hodge, Fleming College)

$5,000.00

18-3

Dynamic Earth Sciences Programs
(Science North)

$5,000.00

18-4

Restructuring the GAC
(Dene Tarkyth)

$37,850.00

18-6

Trilobite Learning Centre - Touch Screen Exhibits
(Stephen Johnston)

$25,000.00

18-7

The Geological History of the Saguenay-Lac -Saint-Jean Region
(Musee du Fjord)

$2,800.00

18-8

Satellite Interpretation Centre, Stonehammer
(Gail Bremner)

$40,000.00

18-9

Promoting Earth Science within the community
(Gerri McEwen, VIU)

$10,000.00

18-10

Saskatchewan Geological Society Annual School Lecture
(Kate MacLachlan)

$1,900.00

18-11

Canadian Minerals Exhibit at GAC-MAC-IAH 2019
(Stephanie Larmagnat)

$7,400.00

18-12

NL Collection of Minerals Kit and Identification Guide
(Amanda McCallum)

$8,600.00

18-13

Online Capacity Building Tool for Canadian Geoparks
(Godfrey Nowlan)

$14,000.00

18-14

Educational Outreach programming for RFG 2018 conference
(Lesley Hymers)

$11,500.00

18-15

Discovering Earth Sciences Inquiry-based Field Experience for Teachers
(Beth Halfkenny, Carleton University)

$7,520.00

18-18

Geosciences and Society: a teaching workshop
(Anne Marie Ryan)

$1,000.00

18-19

Tumbler Ridge UNESCO Global Geopark Geology Field guide
(TRGGS)

$20,000.00

Total
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$199,608.00
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Howard Street Robinson Fund
The Robinson Fund was established in 1977 by the Geological Association of Canada, using a bequest
from the estate of Howard Street Robinson. The fund is dedicated to the furtherance of scientific
study of Precambrian Geology and Metal Mining by:




sponsoring an annual Distinguished Lecturer Tour whose focus alternates between
Precambrian research and economic geology (lecturer alternately chosen by the GAC®’s
Precambrian and Mineral Deposits divisions)
supporting Special Projects including publications, symposia and conferences.

Proposals for special projects on Precambrian Geology or Metal Mining should be submitted to the
Robinson Fund Committee. Projects should be sponsored or organized through the GAC® or one of
its Divisions or Sections. Proposals that have a wide appeal or degree of accessibility to the GAC®
membership are preferred.
For further information and proposal submissions, please contact: Dr. Stephen Piercey, Chair, Robinson
Fund, c/o Department of Earth Sciences, Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's, NL A1B 3X5
Canada, E-mail: spiercey@mun.ca

Renew your GAC® membership!
Be sure to renew your GAC® membership before year
end in order to enjoy continuous benefits. Renew
online at www.gac.ca

Remember: GAC® Members save on books purchased
through GAC®, The Geological Society of America, and
Geological Society (London). PLUS save on registration
costs for meetings.

Information for Contributors

Consignes aux auteurs

Contributions should be submitted by e-mail to
Alwynne.Beaudoin@gov.ab.ca, with GEOLOG in the subject line.
Contributions are welcome in either of Canada’s two official languages. MS
Word (.doc or .docx) is the preferred format for contribution but generic
word processing (.rtf or .txt) files are also fine. Please do not submit PDF
files. Up to four hi-res images may be submitted per contribution: preferred
format is .jpg, RGB colour, with a minimum 300 dpi resolution at 5” x 3” size.
Please ensure that images are cropped and colour-corrected, and provide a
caption for each image, and an image credit line if needed. Contributors are
responsible for securing permission to publish for any third-party images or
images of living recognizable people. Diagrams (vector graphics) may also be
submitted. Preferred format for graphics is Adobe Illustrator (.ai); make sure
that the file is saved with “save text as lines” option enabled to ensure no
font substitutions. Additional information on other file formats can be
obtained from the Editor. Please do not embed images or graphics in your
text document; images or graphics should be submitted as separate files. In
your text, use a call-out in parentheses to indicate the approximate
placement of each image and graphic. If files are larger than 10 mb, please
contact the Editor for alternate delivery arrangements. Your contribution
will be copy-edited to ensure consistent spelling and orthography and to
correct any obvious typos or errors. Contributions may also be edited for
clarity and length. If the Editor has questions about specific information in
the text, she will contact contributors for clarification. Contribution
deadlines are March 1, June 1, September 1 and December 1.

Les contributions d’auteur doivent être soumises par courriel à
Alwynne.Beaudoin@gov.ab.ca, en indiquant GEOLOG à la rubrique Objet.
Les articles seront acceptés dans l’une des deux langues officielles du
Canada. Les fichiers de format MS Word (.doc ou .docx) sont préférables,
mais les formats génériques (.rtf ou .txt) sont aussi acceptables. Veillez ne
pas soumettre de fichiers au format PDF. Par article, jusqu'à quatre images
haute résolution peuvent être soumises; format préféré est .jpg, couleurs
RVB, avec un minimum de 300 PPP en taille 5 po x 3 po. Veillez vous assurez
que les images sont recadrées et leurs couleurs corrigées, qu’elles sont
accompagnées d’une légende ainsi que des informations de référence le cas
échéant. Il est de la responsabilité des auteurs d’obtenir la permission de
publier toute image de tiers ou de personne reconnaissable. Des
diagrammes (graphiques vectoriels) peuvent également être soumis. Le
format préféré pour les diagrammes est celui d’Adobe Illustrator (.ai);
assurez-vous que le fichier est sauvegardé avec l’option « Sauvegarder le
texte comme ligne » activée pour éviter toute substitution de police de
caractère. On peut obtenir des informations sur d'autres formats de fichiers
en communicant avec l’éditrice. S’il vous plaît ne pas incorporer d’images ou
de graphiques dans votre texte; ces images ou graphiques doivent être
soumis sous forme de fichiers distincts. Dans votre texte, veillez utiliser des
notes numérotées entre parenthèses pour indiquer l'emplacement
approximatif de chaque image et graphique. Dans le cas de fichiers
dépassant 10 Mo, veuillez contacter l'éditrice pour convenir des modalités
de téléchargement. Vos articles seront révisés afin d’en assurer la cohérence
orthographique et corriger les fautes de frappe ou erreurs évidentes. Les
articles pourront aussi être corrigés pour plus de clarté et éviter des
longueurs. Dans les cas où l'éditrice aurait besoin d’informations
particulières concernant le texte, elle communiquera avec les auteurs. Les
dates limites pour soumettre des articles sont le 1 mars, le 1 juin, le 1
septembre et le 1 décembre.
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